Introduction

In this work we developed a UI for a knowledge base (KB) of concrete cyber security research ethics best practices, which we compiled from a large semi-random survey of research papers. We sampled papers from the corpus shown table below. Although a number of lengthy and high-level standards have been issued for ICT, we aim to create a comprehensive tool for fine-grained evaluations of the ethics of security research projects, that can be maintained by the community.

Research Questions

✓ Can research papers be a source for discovering ethical dilemmas and practices?
✓ How to discover and compile these practices?

Methodology

Proof of Concept

Between 2017 and 2019 we scraped or manually downloaded 992 available papers from 7 top security conferences, to read and extract ethical practices from.

- **Step 1: Identify Gray-Area Papers and Papers Mentioning Ethics**
  We used titles and abstracts to manually identify papers with “possible negative externalities”. We also used a regex to locate papers mentioning ethics in the corpus.

- **Step 2: Sort Papers with a Topic Model**
  Since different technological areas give rise to their own sets of ethical problems, we used an LDA topic model to classify documents by technological area to pinpoint areas to sample from.

- **Step 3: Randomly Sample at Least 1 Paper Per Topic Per Conference to Read**
  We read 101 papers and recorded their ethical issues and arguments. We then grouped similar practices, evaluated them with the Menlo Report and ACM Code of Ethics before organizing them into a decision tree user interface.